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THE BERNAZINE

WE ARE CALLED
AT CHRISTMAS
Ellie Conneely and Giada McGlynn

During the Christmas season, we are called to
serve others. This includes giving food to a
food drive, giving toys to people who need
them, and making a Christmas card for those
in your community. By doing these things, we
are acting more like disciples of God. When
we give toys and food to the needy, we are
acting like Jesus. He gave us the gift of love,
so we can help spread love to others by doing
these things. Every day we are taught the
ways of Jesus, and what we can do to be more
like Jesus. We can help a friend, a family
member, or others. With the help of the Holy
Trinity during Christmas, we can help others
as we are called to do.
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EDITORS NOTE
BY ANNA BIANCO, MAGGIE KAVANAUGH, AND TAYLOR HEALY

Welcome to the second issue of the Bernazine! In the December issue,
there will be articles about various topics. This includes special articles
about Advent, St. Nicholas, and the first Christmas when Jesus was
born and celebrated on December 25th. There will also be our feature
article, We are Called at Christmas. Also, in this issue, there are many
articles about what the students learned in their classes. On behalf of
the editors and staff of the Bernazine, we wish you a Merry Christmas
and Happy New Year!

THE FIRST CHRISTMAS
BY KATHERINE GOMEZ AND DIANA VIZ

It all started on a starry night, when a young couple was looking for
an inn. There was no room for them so they resorted to staying in the
stables. Mary, the young woman, was pregnant with the Son of God.
She gave birth to Jesus, then laid him in a manger and wrapped him in
swaddling clothes. Angels came, told the shepherds, and asked them
to go to the stables to rejoice with one another. The three Magi came
bearing gifts to give to the new king. This event went on to be
celebrated for thousands of years and is known as Christmas. Even
during this pandemic, it is important to look to Jesus and know God
loved us so much that He sent His own Son to save us.

E-LEARNING
BY BRIAN TRUCHON

This month in E-learning we have
learned about many things. This
includes characterization in a story,
solving word problems using integers,
and completing reflection and
assignments to prepare for our
Confirmation. We are also writing an
autobiographical narrative. In
language arts, we learned how to
characterize using the acronym
S.T.E.A.L. which stands for Speech,
Thoughts, Effect on others, Actions,
and Looks. We did this on the fish in
the Cat in the Hat and a character of
our choice . Then we had the choice to
write our autobiographical memoir or
essay. If you chose the essay, you
would do it on a google doc. It was
about your present, past, and future.

ST. NICHOLAS

The information included our birth,

BY MAGGIE KAVANAUGH

was, what we like to do now, and

St. Nicholas is someone whose feast day is celebrated on December
6th. If you leave your shoes out by the front door, he will come and
put money or small gifts in them. you are probably wondering why
we celebrate St. Nicholas’s feast day. That’s a good question. We
celebrate this day because St. Nichols is known for giving money to
the poor. So, his life helps people remember to give to others and to
help the less fortunate.

neighborhood, what our first memory
what we will do in the future. If you
chose the memoir, you would have to
do it on a google doc. It would be
about a specific time in your life, like a
vacation, or a time you went to a
friend’s house. In math, we have
learned to solve problems using

ADVENT
BY JUDE NGUYEN

Advent is one of the seasons of the liturgical year where we
prepare for Jesus’ coming, widely known as Christmas. A wreath
with four candles is a major sign of Advent. Every candle marks
every Sunday until Christmas. It is a major symbol of the weeks
leading up to Christmas. There are three purple candles and one
pink candle. They represent hope, love, joy, and peace. Some
Christians have used a fifth candle to represent Jesus’ coming.
This year Advent lasts from November 29th to December 24th.
During this time, Mary was pregnant with her son, Jesus. Joseph
and Mary traveled to the distant town of Bethlehem. On December
25th, Christmas Day, we celebrate that Jesus was born in a stable
with the animals and His parents at His side. Meanwhile, three wise
men were on their way to find Jesus. In the sky, a bright star
located where Jesus was born.

integers using the website, Khan
Academy. In religion we have done
many things to prepare for
Confirmation such as reflecting on
videos, the Apostle Creed, a picture of
our saint, and wrote a prayer.

An interview
with Jonathan
Hames, the
world's most
innovative
person.

RELIGION
BY ANNA BIANCO

In December the sixth grade
students learned about Advent
and the first Christmas. In class,
they discussed the Advent wreath

8TH GRADE HAPPENINGS
BY DREW LUBINSKI AND JIMMY PIKO

and learned that there is one pink
candle and 3 purple candles. Every
Sunday of advent one more
candle is lit until the last week. Also,

During the past few weeks, students have been thinking about what
was important to them. In religion class, they learned a lot about the
Fruits of the Holy Spirit. After the Thanksgiving break, the students
got back into the rhythm of learning at school and were eager to
return to CJB. In literature, the book, Animal Farm was introduced.
This book showcases the birth of communism using the main
characters as animals. Also, the eighth graders are working towards
their Confirmation making tie dye pillow cases for My Joyful Heart.
The eighth grade students of CJB are working hard during the season
of Advent as the Birth of Jesus nears.

they learned how to prepare for
the Birth of Jesus and to keep
Jesus in Christmas.

7TH GRADE HAPPENINGS
BY DIANA VIZ

The seventh graders are very busy in school doing many things.
In math, they are learning how to find the percent of markup
and markdown. They completed a project where they made a
town and labeled town buildings as cell parts for science class.
This project is called “Cell City.” In literature, they read the story
Scrooge and Marley based on the story The Christmas Carol.
They learned how to incorporate phrases and clauses into their
writing in language arts. In social studies, they covered the
origin of political parties. In religion class, they celebrated the
beginning of the liturgical year.

An interview
with Jonathan
Hames, the
world's most
innovative
person.

AMERICAN HISTORY
BY CELIA MINNONE

America’s history is important as well as a fun topic to learn about.
The seventh grade classes took their U. S. Constitution test. Then they
learned about the Washington presidency including the important
precedents created during this presidency and decisions that have
impacted our country. American history is our history, and we need to
preserve it.

WORLD HISTORY
BY PETER BAIO

The sixth grade students have already covered so much this year
including the origins of the civilizations, people of the Fertile Crescent,
Ancient Egypt, Early India, and Ancient China. The students then
learned about Ancient Greece including the city-states of Athens and
Sparta. The Ancient Greeks are especially important because they
helped create democracy. Democracy is the process in which all of
the people or many have a say in government. The Greeks struggled
to keep peace and many times war occurred with the Trojans and the
city-states as disagreements arose. The Greeks fought to be a united
empire before being conquered by the Romans.

LANGUAGE ARTS
BY JAYDEN THOMAS

The sixth grade is working on prepositions. There are many
prepositions, with 50 common ones such as over, through,
toward, under, and behind. These words can tell direction,
location, time, or give further details in the sentence. The words
can link a noun or verb to another word in the sentence. We
worked on identifying prepositions and finding their meanings,
as it is important to understand them in order to further
understand the main sentence. However, this can be harder to
comprehend as some words have multiple meanings or can tell
more than one thing. Also, compound prepositions can be
found in sentences. They carry out the same job as normal
ones, but are made up of two or more words and can be used
separately or together, like according to, or inside. Mastery of
this skill is vital as we progress through our education and
prepare for our future advancement into the workplace.

SCIENCE

LITERATURE
BY NORA OLIVER

In literature class, the sixth graders
finished the historical fiction novel,
Number the Stars. The story took
place during World War ll, and it was
about a kind Danish family that
helped a Jewish family escape the
Nazis. Then they began the story
Drive-In Movies by Gary Soto. The
story was about Gary when he was a
child. He did things like mow the lawn,
weed, and wax the car. He did all of
this so he could go to a drive-In movie
with his family. They applied the skill
of making predictions. To make
predictions, students combine
personal experiences and details
from the text.

MATH
BY TAYLOR HEALY AND ELLA POZULP

The sixth graders started a new
chapter about numerical and
algebraic expressions. They
learned how to use new keys on
the calculator. They have learned
about exponents, prime,
composite, greatest common
factor, prime factorization, least
common multiple, and the orders
of operations (PEMDAS). To help
them better understand these
topics, they work in their
workbook, have worksheets,
Savas Realize online homework,
study guides.
Anand
interview

with Jonathan
BY ELLIE GUYETTE AND KAYA PAWLAK
Hames, the
world's
mostthey
This year the sixth graders did projects on their own and not in groups. If they
worked together,
worked as a class. They watched videos, did fun activities, and talked about the
assignment. Instead of
innovative
making posters, they made Google Slides. They designed the slides however they wanted, wrote facts
person.
about the assignment, and attached a video. The students did many different experiments and learned
about the food chain and a food web. Also, they researched different diseases, viruses, and animals.

ART CLASS
BY ANNA BIANCO

The sixth grade students completed
a CJB superhero project. They drew a
superhero and wrote a slogan to
accompany it. Also, they did a graffiti
paper of someone they admired with

CONGRATS MS. MARTIN!

graffiti in the background. This
project taught us that art is
everywhere and you just have to look
hard enough to find it, whether on a

GYM CLASS
BY DAVID ROSNER AND LUKE ZUKOWSKI
In gym class, the sixth graders started with a warm-up around the
concession stand that consisted of walking, speed walking, skipping,
sliding, a slow jog, a normal jog, and then a sprint at the end. Then,
they played some sort of warm-up game. One warm-up game is
tossing a bean bag into a hula-hoop and every time it went into the
hoop, they flipped it over until the hula-hoop crossed a chalk line.
Then they play a real game. The games are usually four square and a
game that is like spike ball. If it rained, the class played some games
inside.

wall in the city, or in a guarded room
in a museum. Currently, they used
green construction paper to make a
Christmas tree.

COMPUTERS
BY MAGGIE HASTINGS

In computer class, the sixth graders learned about Internet safety
and completed research projects. One research project was about St.
Francis of Assisi, and their last research project was about John
McCain. Some of the projects require our artistic skills. When students
complete their projects, they are allowed to do typing. As you can
see, the students worked very hard in computer class.

MUSIC
BY GABBY PALMA
In the sixth grade music class, they did an exercise where their teacher described a setting, and they had to
imagine it. For example, the first one they did was washing the dishes. Another activity was playing a game called
pass the beat around the room. It got harder and harder every time someone got out. Finally, we filled out a
Google Form about the song America by Neil Diamond.
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